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Abstract
Using QR-like decomposition with column pivoting and least squares techniques, we
propose a new and ecient algorithm for solving symmetric generalized inverse ei-
genvalue problems, and give its locally quadratic convergence analysis. We also present
some numerical experiments which illustrate the behaviour of our algorithm. Ó 1999
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1. Introduction
Let Ac and Bc be real n n twice continuously dierentiable symmetric
matrix-valued functions depending on c  c1; . . . ; cnT 2 Rn, and Bc be
positive definite whenever c 2 X, an open subset of Rn. The generalized inverse
eigenvalue problem(GIEP) under consideration is as follows.
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GIEP. Given n real numbers k16 k26    6 kn, find c 2 Rn such that the
symmetric generalized eigenvalue problem Acx  kBcx has the prescribed
eigenvalues k1; k2; . . . ; kn.
The GIEP arises in various areas of applications, such as the discrete ana-
logue of inverse Sturm–Liouville problems [12] and structural design [13]. A
special case of the GIEP is obtained when Ac and Bc are defined by
Ac  A0 
Xn
j1
cjAj; Bc  I ;
where A0;A1; . . . ;An are real symmetric n n matrices, and I is the identity
matrix. This problem is known as the algebraic inverse eigenvalue problem.
There is a large literature on various aspects of the existence theory as well as
numerical methods for the problem. See, for example, [1–4,10,14,17,18,20,23–
25,27–30]. The well-known additive and multiplicative inverse eigenvalue
problems [8,9] are also included in our formulation by taking
Ac  A diagc1; . . . ; cn; Bc  I
and
Ac  A; Bc  diagc1; . . . ; cn;
respectively, where A is an n n constant matrix, about which there has been
considerable discussion. See, for example, [30] and the references contained
therein.
Recently, Dai and Lancaster [5] considered another special case of the
GIEP, i.e., Ac and Bc are the following ane families
Ac  A0 
Xn
i1
ciAi; Bc  B0 
Xn
i1
ciBi; 1
where A0;A1; . . . ;An;B0;B1; . . . ;Bn are the real symmetric n n matrices, and
Bc is positive definite whenever c 2 X. Let k1c6 k2c6    6 knc be the
eigenvalues of the symmetric generalized eigenvalue problem Acx  kBcx.
Then there is a well-defined map k : X 7! Rn given by kc 
k1c; . . . ; kncT. The numerical algorithm analysed in [5] is Newton’s
method for solving the following nonlinear system
kc ÿ k  0; 2
where k  k1; . . . ; knT. Each step in the numerical solution by Newton’s
method of the system (2), however, involves the complete solution of the
generalized eigenvalue problem Acx  kBcx. Based on determinant evalu-
ations originating with Lancaster [15] and Biegler-Konig [2], an approach to
the GIEP has been studied in [7] as well, but it is not computationally attractive
for real symmetric matrices. When k1; . . . ; kn include multiple eigenvalues,
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however, the eigenvalues k1c; . . . ; knc of the generalized eigenvalue problem
Acx  kBcx are not, in general, dierentiable [26] at a solution c. Fur-
thermore, the eigenvectors are not unique, and they cannot generally be defined
to be continuous functions of c at c. The modification to the GIEP has been
considered in [5], but the number of given eigenvalues and their multiplicities
must satisfy a certain condition in the modified problem.
In this paper, we propose a new, ecient and reliable algorithm for solving
the GIEP, which consists of extension of ideas developed by [6,19,20]. The
problem formulation and our algorithm do not need to be changed when
multiple eigenvalues are present. The algorithm is suitable for both the distinct
and multiple eigenvalue cases. Each step in the iterative process does not in-
volve any solution of the generalized eigenvalue problem Acx  kBcx.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall some necessary
dierentiability theory for QR-like decomposition of a matrix depending on
several parameters. In Section 3 a new algorithm based on QR-like decom-
position with column pivoting and least squares techniques is described, and its
locally quadratic convergence analysis is given. In Section 4 some numerical
examples are presented to illustrate the behaviour of our algorithm.
For our consideration, we shall need the following notation. A solution to
the GIEP will always be denoted by c. k  k2 denotes the Euclidean vector
norm or induced spectral norm, and k  kF the Frobenius matrix norm. For
an n m matrix A  a1; . . . ; am, where ai is the ith column vector of A, we
define a vector col A by col A  aT1 ; . . . ; aTmT, and the norm kAkw :
maxj1;...;mkajk2. The symbol 
 denotes the Kronecker product of matrices.
2. QR-like decomposition and dierentiability
Following Li [19], we first define a QR-like decomposition of a real n n
matrix A with index m16m6 n to be a factorization
A  QR; R  R11 R12
0 R22
 
; 3
where Q 2 Rnn is orthogonal, R11 is nÿ m  nÿ m upper triangular, and
R22 is m m square. When m  1, this is just a classical QR decomposition of
A. The existence of a QR-like decomposition is obvious. In fact, we need only
construct a ‘‘partial’’ QR decomposition, see [11], for example. In general,
however, it is not unique as the following theorem shows.
Theorem 2.1 (See [6,19]). Let A be an n n matrix whose first nÿ m columns
are linearly independent and let A  QR be a QR-like decomposition with index
m. Then A  bQbR is also a QR-like decomposition with index m if and only if
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Q  bQD;R  DTbR; 4
where D  diagD11;D22; D11 is an orthogonal diagonal matrix, and D22 is an
m m orthogonal matrix.
The following is a theorem on perturbation of QR-like decomposition.
Theorem 2.2 (See [6]). Let C1 2 Rnn have its first nÿ m columns linearly in-
dependent and let C1  Q1R1 be a QR-like decomposition with index m. Let
C2 2 Rnn be any matrix satisfying kC1 ÿ C2k2 < e. Then, for sufficiently small e,
C2 has a QR-like decomposition with index m, C2  Q2R2, such that
kQ1 ÿ Q2k26 j1e; kR1 ÿ R2k26 j2e 5
where j1; j2 are constants independent on C2.
Note that the linear independence hypothesis ensures that the R11 blocks of
R and bR are nonsingular. In order to make the submatrix R11 of QR-like de-
composition nonsingular, we admit a permutation of the columns of matrix A.
The QR-like decomposition with column pivoting of A 2 Rnn may be ex-
pressed as
AP  QR; 6
where P is an n n permutation matrix, and R is similar to Eq. (3). If
rankA  nÿ m, then the permutation matrix P can be chosen such that the
first nÿ m columns of the matrix AP are linearly independent and the block
upper triangular matrix R satisfies
jeT1 Re1jP jeT2 Re2jP    P jeTnÿmRenÿmj > 0; R22  0: 7
Now let Ac  aijc 2 Rnn be a continuously dierentiable matrix-val-
ued function of c 2 Rn. Here, the dierentiability of Ac with respect to c
means, for any c0 2 Rn, we have
Ac  Ac0 
Xn
j1
oAc0
ocj
cj ÿ c0j   okcÿ c0k2; 8
where c  c1; . . . ; cnT; c0  c01 ; . . . ; c0n T, and
oAc0
ocj
 oaijc
ocj
jcc0
 
:
Note that if Ac is twice dierentiable, then okcÿ c0k2 in (8) may be
replaced by Okcÿ c0k22.
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The next result which follows from Theorem 3.2 in [6] concerns the existence
of a locally smooth QR-like decomposition of Ac.
Theorem 2.3. Let Ac 2 Rnn be twice continuously differentiable at c0 2 Rn
and assume that rankAc0P nÿ m. Let P be a permutation matrix such that
the first nÿ m columns of Ac0P are linearly independent, and
Ac0P  Q0R0; R0  R
0
11 R
0
12
0 R022
 !
9
be a QR-like decomposition of Ac0P with index m. Then there exists a
neighbourhood Nc0 of c0 in Rn such that, for any c 2 Nc0, there is a QR-
like decomposition of AcP with index m
AcP  QcRc; Rc  R11c R12c
0 R22c
 
10
with the following properties:
1. Qc0  Q0; Rc0  R0.
2. All elements of Qc and Rc are continuous in Nc0.
3. R22c and the diagonal elements rjjc; j  1; . . . ; nÿ m, of R11c are contin-
uously differentiable at c0. Moreover, if we write
Q0
T oAc0
ocj
P  Aj;11 Aj;12
Aj;21 Aj;22
 
; Aj;11 2 Rnÿmnÿm; j  1; . . . ; n
11
then
R22c  R022 
Xn
j1

Aj;22ÿAj;21R0
ÿ1
11 R
0
12

cjÿ c0j

O

kcÿ c0k22

:
12
3. A new algorithm
We first present a new formulation of the GIEP, which is an extension of
ideas developed in [6,19,20]. For convenience, we assume that only the first
eigenvalue is multiple, with multiplicity m, i.e.,
k1      km < km1 <    < kn: 13
There is no diculty in generalizing all our results to an arbitrary set of given
eigenvalues.
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Compute QR-like decomposition with column pivoting of Ac ÿ k1Bc
with index m
Ac ÿ k1BcP1c  Q1cR1c; R1c 
R111 c R112 c
0 R122 c
 !
; 14
where R111 c 2 Rnÿmnÿm, and nÿ m QR decompositions with column piv-
oting of Ac ÿ kiBci  m 1; . . . ; n
Ac ÿ kiBcPic  QicRic; Ric 
Ri11c Ri12c
0 rinnc
 !
;
i  m 1; . . . ; n;
15
where Ri11c 2 Rnÿ1nÿ1.
We assume permutation matrices Pic 2 Rnn i  1;m 1; . . . ; n are
constant matrices in a suciently small neighbourhood of c for each i. If
column pivoting is performed such that
detR111 c 6 0; jeT1 R1ce1jP jeT2 R1ce2jP    P jeTnÿmR1cenÿmj
P kR122 ckw 16
and
jeT1 Rice1jP jeT2 Rice2jP    P jeTn Ricenj  jrinncj; i  m 1; . . . ; n
17
then the symmetric generalized eigenvalue problem Acx  kBcx has the
eigenvalues k1; km1; . . . ; kn in which k1 is a multiple eigenvalue with multi-
plicity m if and only if
R122 c  0;
rinnc  0; i  m 1; . . . ; n:
18
Thus we consider solving the following least squares problem
minimize F c
with
F c  1
2
kR122 ck2F
(

Xn
im1
rinnc2
)
: 19
In fact, the GIEP has a solution c precisely when the function F c defined by
(19) has the minimal value zero at c.
It is worth noting that F c may not be uniquely determined for any c be-
cause of the nonuniqueness of QR-like and QR decompositions. However, we
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shall show that such nonuniqueness does not aect the eectiveness of our
algorithm (see Theorem 3.1).
If m  1, i.e., the given eigenvalues k1; k2; . . . ; kn are distinct, we may con-
sider solving the nonlinear system
r1nn c
r2nn c
  
rnnn c
0BBBB@
1CCCCA  0: 20
The formulation (20) has been studied by Li [20] in the case of the algebraic
inverse eigenvalue problem. If m  1 and a solution of the GIEP exists, (19)
and (20) are equivalent.
Let ck be suciently close to c. It follows from Theorem 2.3 that the
matrix-valued function R122 c and nÿ m functions rinnci  m 1; . . . ; n are
continuously dierentiable at ck, and R122 c and rinnci  m 1; . . . ; n can
be expressed as
R122 c  R122

ck


Xn
j1
oR122 ck
ocj

cj ÿ ckj

O

kcÿ ckk22

 R122

ck


Xn
j1
T 1j;22ck
h
ÿ T 1j;21ckR1
ÿ1
11 ckR112 ck
i
cj ÿ ckj

 O

kcÿ ckk22

21
rinnc  rinn

ck


Xn
j1
orinnck
ocj

cj ÿ ckj

O

kcÿ ckk22

 rinn

ck


Xn
j1
h
tij;22

ck

ÿ tij;21

ck

Ri
ÿ1
11

ck

Ri12

ck
i
cjÿ ckj

O

kcÿ ckk22

; i  m 1; . . . ; n; 22
where
QT1 c oAcocj ÿ k1
oBc
ocj
h i
P1c 
T 1j;11c T 1j;12c
T 1j;21c T 1j;22c
0@ 1A; T 1j;11c 2 Rnÿmnÿm;
QTi c oAcocj ÿ ki
oBc
ocj
h i
Pic 
T ij;11c tij;12c
tij;21c tij;22c
0@ 1A; T ij;11c 2 Rnÿ1nÿ1:
23
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Let
f c 
col R122 c
rm1nn c
  
rnnn c
0BBBB@
1CCCCA: 24
Then
F c  1
2
f Tcf c: 25
We apply the Gauss–Newton method (see [21]) to solve the least squares
problem (19). By use of (21) and (22), one step of Gauss–Newton method for
the solution of (19) has the following form
J Tf ckJf ckck1 ÿ ck  ÿJ Tf ckf ck; 26
where
Jf c 
col
oR1
22
c
oc1
   col oR
1
22
c
ocn
orm1nn c
oc1
   orm1nn cocn
     
ornnn c
oc1
   ornnn cocn
0BBBBBBBBB@
1CCCCCCCCCA
27
with
oR122 c
ocj
 T 1j;22c ÿ T 1j;21cR1
ÿ1
11 cR112 c;
orinnc
ocj
 tij;22c ÿ tij;21cRi
ÿ1
11 cRi12c; i  m 1; . . . ; n:
28
Thus the new method for solving the GIEP may be summarized as follows.
Algorithm 3.1.
1. Choose an initial approximation c0 to c, and for k  0; 1; 2 . . .
2. Compute Ack ÿ kiBcki  1;m 1; . . . ; n and
oAc
ocj
ÿ ki oBcocj ; i  1;m 1; . . . ; n; j  1; . . . ; n:
3. Compute QR-like decomposition with column pivoting of Ack ÿ k1Bck
with index m:
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Ack ÿ k1BckP1ck  Q1ckR1ck;
R1ck 
R111 ck R112 ck
0 R122 ck
0@ 1A
and nÿ m QR decompositions with column pivoting of
Ack ÿ kiBcki  m 1; . . . ; n:
Ack ÿ kiBckPick  QickRick;
Rick 
Ri11ck Ri12ck
0 rinnck
 !
:
4. If 
kR122 ckk2F 
Xn
im1
rinnck2
s
is small enough stop; Otherwise.
5. Form f ck and Jf ck using (24) and (27).
6. Find ck1 by solving linear system (26).
7. Go to 2.
We first compare the computational requirements of Algorithm 3.1 and
algorithms in [5]. Since in all the algorithms for solving GIEP, Step 2 and 6
are indispensable, our comparison does not include the computational re-
quirements for Step 2 and 6. It is well-known that the QR decomposition with
column pivoting for each Ack ÿ kiBck requires 2=3n3 flops, while the
QR-like decomposition with column pivoting of Ack ÿ k1Bck with in-
dex m requires about 2=3n2nÿ m flops (see, for example, [11]). Therefore
Step 3 requires approximately 2=3n3  n2nÿ m flops. It is easy to verify
that Step 5 requires approximately n4 flops. Thus Algorithm 3.1 requires
approximately n4  2=3n3  n2nÿ m flops per iteration, while algorithms
in [5] require only about n4  8n3 flops per iteration. However, our numerical
experiments showed that Algorithm 3.1 took generally less iterations than
algorithms in [5]. In the next section we will comment on the numerical be-
haviour of the algorithms.
Now we prove that the iterates ck generated by Algorithm 3.1 do not vary
with dierent QR-like decompositions of Ack ÿ k1BckP1ck and dif-
ferent QR decompositions of Ack ÿ kiBckPicki  m 1; . . . ; n.
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Theorem 3.1. In Algorithm 3.1, for any fixed k, suppose
Ack ÿ k1BckP1ck  Q1ckR1ck  eQ1ckeR1ck;
eR1ck  eR111 ck eR112 ck
0 eR122 ck
 ! 29
are two (different) QR-like decompositions with column pivoting of
Ack ÿ k1Bck with index m, and
Ack ÿ kiBckPick  QickRick  eQickeRick;
eRick  eRi11ck eRi12ck
0 erinnck
 
; i  m 1; . . . ; n
30
are two (different) QR decompositions with column pivoting of
Ack ÿ kiBcki  m 1; . . . ; n, Jf ck; f ck and eJf ck; ef ck are ob-
tained in Step 5 of Algorithm 3.1 corresponding to two different decompositions
of (29) and (30). Then
J Tf ckJf ck  eJ Tf ckeJf ck; 31
J Tf ckf ck  eJ Tf ckef ck: 32
Proof. It follows from Theorem 2.1 that there exist a partitioned orthogonal
matrix D1  diagD11;D22 where D11 is an orthogonal diagonal matrix, D22 is
an m m orthogonal matrix, and nÿ m orthogonal diagonal matrices
Di  diagdi1 ; . . . ; din  where dij  1i  m 1; . . . ; n such that
Q1ck  eQ1ckD1; R1ck  DT1 eR1ck;
Qick  eQickDi; Rick  DieRick; i  m 1; . . . ; n: 33
By use of (23), (28) and (33), we have
R122 ck  DT22eR122 ck; oR122 ckocj  DT22 o ~R122 ckocj ; j  1; . . . ; n;
rinnck  din erinnck; orinn ckocj  din o~rinn ckocj ; i  m 1; . . . ; n: 34
From (34) and the properties of the Kronecker product (see [16]), we obtain
col R122 ck  I 
 DT22col eR122 ck;
col
oR1
22
ck
ocj
 I 
 DT22col
o ~R1
22
ck
ocj
; j  1; . . . ; n:
35
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From (24), (27), (34) and (35), the matrices Jf ck, eJf ck and the vectors
f ck, ef ck obtained in Algorithm 3.1 satisfy
Jf ck  diagI 
 DT22; dm1n ; . . . ; dnn eJf ck; 36
f ck  diagI 
 DT22; dm1n ; . . . ; dnn ef ck: 37
Hence (31) and (32) hold. 
Although QR-like and QR decompositions are not unique, Theorem 3.1
shows that the iterates ck generated by Algorithm 3.1 do not depend on the
used decompositions.
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that the GIEP has a solution c, and that in Algorithm 3.1
Pick  Pici  1;m 1; . . . ; n are independent on k when kc ÿ ckk2 is
sufficiently small. Assume also that Jf c 2 Rm2nÿmn corresponding to a QR-
like decomposition of Ac ÿ k1BcP1c with index m and to QR decom-
positions of Ac ÿ kiBcPici  m 1; . . . ; n is of full rank. Then
Algorithm 3.1 is locally quadratically convergent.
Proof. First form the QR-like decomposition of Ac ÿ k1BcP1c with
index m and nÿ m QR decompositions of Ac ÿ kiBcPic i  m 1;
. . . ; n
Ac ÿ k1BcP1c  Q1cR1c;
Ac ÿ kiBcPic  QicRic; i  m 1; . . . ; n:
38
Note that the matrix Jf c corresponding to the decompositions (38), by as-
sumption, has full rank, and that J Tf cJf c is invertible.
Assuming that kc ÿ ckk2 is suciently small, we can form a QR-like de-
composition of Ack ÿ k1BckP1c with index m and nÿ m QR decom-
positions of Ack ÿ kiBckPici  m 1; . . . ; n
Ack ÿ k1BckP1c  eQ1ckeR1ck;
Ack ÿ kiBckPic  eQickeRick i  m 1; . . . ; n: 39
It follows from Theorem 2.2 that
kQic ÿ eQickk26 ji1 e;
kRic ÿ eRickk26 ji2 e; i  1;m 1; . . . ; n; 40
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where
e  max
i1;m1;...;n
fkAc ÿ Ack ÿ kiBc ÿ BckPick2g:
Corresponding to the decompositions (39), we obtain a matrixeJf ck 2 Rm2nÿmn. From the definition of Jf c and (40) we know that
kJf c ÿ eJf ckk2 is suciently small, and so is kJ Tf cJf c
ÿeJ Tf ckeJf ckk2 when ck is suciently close to c. Therefore, eJ Tf ckeJf ck
is invertible, eJf ck has full rank, and keJf ckk2 is bounded.
The QR-like decomposition and nÿ m QR decompositions obtained in
Algorithm 3.1 at ck are not necessarily (39). Write them
Ack ÿ k1BckP1c  Q1ckR1ck;
Ack ÿ kiBckPic  QickRick i  m 1; . . . ; n:
8<: 41
It follows from Theorem 4.1 and (36) that Jf ck corresponding to the de-
compositions (41) also has full rank, kJ Tf cJf c ÿ J Tf ckJf ckk2 is su-
ciently small, and kJf ckk2 is bounded if kc ÿ ckk2 is small enough. Using the
perturbation theory for the inversion of a matrix (see, for example, [22]), we havehJ Tf ckJf ckiÿ1
2
6
hJ Tf cJf ciÿ1
2
 xe 42
for the suciently small kc ÿ ckk2, where xeP 0 is a continuous function
of e and x0  0.
Now we use Theorem 2.3 to extend smoothly the decompositions (41) to a
neighbourhood of ck which may be assumed to include c. Then, abbreviating
(21) and (22)
R122 c  R122 ck 
Xn
j1
oR122 ck
ocj
cj ÿ ckj  Okc ÿ ckk22;
rinnc  rinnck 
Xn
j1
orinnck
ocj
cj ÿ ckj  Okc ÿ ckk22:
But R122 c  0, rinnc  0 i  m 1; . . . ; n, and we have
f ck  Jf ckc ÿ ck  Okc ÿ ckk22:
Since kJf ckk2 is bounded, then
J Tf ckJf ckc ÿ ck  ÿJ Tf ckf ck Okc ÿ ckk22: 43
Comparing (43) with Eq. (26) defining ck1, we have
J Tf ckJf ckc ÿ ck1  Okc ÿ ckk22:
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It follows from this and (42) that
kc ÿ ck1k2  Okc ÿ ckk22:
as required. 
4. Numerical experiments
Now we present some of our numerical experiments with Algorithm 3.1,
and also give a numerical comparison between Algorithm 3.1 and algorithms
in [5] for our examples. The following tests were made on a SUN worksta-
tion. Double precision arithmetic was used throughout. The starting points
were chosen close to the solution, so that few iterations were required for
convergence. We were interested in verifying that locally quadratic
convergence takes place in practice, in both the distinct and multiple
eigenvalue cases. The iterations were stopped when the norm kf ckk2 was
less than 10ÿ9. For convenience, all vectors will be written as row-vec-
tors.When specifying a symmetric matrix we will only write its upper
triangular part.
Example 4.1. This is a generalized inverse eigenvalue problem with distinct
eigenvalues. Let n  5,
A0  diag9; 11; 10; 8; 14; B0  diag11; 13; 15; 11; 10; A1  B1  I ;
A2 
0 2 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 1 0
0 1
0
0BBBBB@
1CCCCCA; B2 
0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 ÿ 1 0
0 ÿ 1
0
0BBBBB@
1CCCCCA;
A3 
0 0 3 0 0
0 0 2 0
0 0 ÿ 1
0 0
0
0BBBB@
1CCCCA; B3 
0 0 ÿ 1 0 0
0 0 ÿ 1 0
0 0 1
0 0
0
0BBBB@
1CCCCA;
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A4 
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0
0 0
0
0BBBB@
1CCCCA; B4 
0 0 0 2 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0
0 0
0
0BBBB@
1CCCCA;
A5 
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0
0
0BBBB@
1CCCCA  B5;
Ac  A0 
Xn
i1
ciAi; Bc  B0 
Xn
i1
ciBi:
The eigenvalues are prescribed to be
k  0:43278721102; 0:66366274839; 0:94385900467; 1:10928454002;
1:49235323254
With the starting point c0  1:25; 1:15; 1:05; 0:95; 0:85, Algorithm 3.1
converges to a solution
c  1; 1; 1; 1; 1
and the results are displayed in Table 1.
Example 4.2. This is a generalized inverse eigenvalue problem with multiple
eigenvalues. Let n  6,
Table 1
Iteration Algorithm 3.1 Algorithm 2.1 in [5]
kc ÿ ckk2 kf ckk2 kc ÿ ckk2 kk ÿ kckk2
0 0:34E 00 0:83E 00 0:34E 00 0:34Eÿ 01
1 0:14E 00 0:51Eÿ 01 0:97Eÿ 01 0:97Eÿ 03
2 0:15Eÿ 02 0:49Eÿ 03 0:12Eÿ 02 0:21Eÿ 04
3 0:40Eÿ 06 0:81Eÿ 07 0:23Eÿ 06 0:39Eÿ 08
4 0:14Eÿ 12 0:68Eÿ 14 0:42Eÿ 13 0:12Eÿ 14
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A0 
216 889:2 ÿ135 ÿ245:4 141:6 858:12
66:3 ÿ483:75 ÿ820:39 413:12 1598:29
204:375 ÿ2:425 ÿ131:5 ÿ541:325
158:495 ÿ367:365 693:021
209:035 154:057
316:63
0BBBBBBBB@
1CCCCCCCCA
;
B0  I
B1  diag43:2222995816; 43:5245534248; 43:2978630424;
43:6484775005; 43:3099531961; 43:6635901927
u1 
12
ÿ1
0:5
ÿ0:4
0:2
0:1
0BBBBBB@
1CCCCCCA; u2 
0
12
0
0:5
0
0:2
0BBBBBB@
1CCCCCCA; u3 
0
0
12
ÿ1
0:5
ÿ0:4
0BBBBBB@
1CCCCCCA; u4 
0
0
0
12
0
0:5
0BBBBBB@
1CCCCCCA;
u5 
0
0
0
0
12
ÿ1
0BBBBBB@
1CCCCCCA; u6 
0
0
0
0
0
12
0BBBBBB@
1CCCCCCA;
V 
0 ÿ 0:8467500959 0:4233750479 ÿ 0:3387000384 0:1693500192 ÿ 0:0846750096
0 ÿ 0:2246513095 2:8755367617 ÿ 0:0898605238 1:1232565475
0 ÿ 0:9004508446 0:4502254223 ÿ 0:3579661145
0 ÿ 0:6097095231 6:8750004851
0 ÿ 0:6911965633
0BBBBB@
1CCCCCA;
Ak  ukuTk ; Bk 
X6
jk
vkÿ1;jekÿ1eTj  ejeTkÿ1; k  1; . . . ; 6;
Ac  A0 
X6
i1
ciAi; Bc  B0 
X6
i1
ciBi:
The eigenvalues are prescribed by
k  1:5; 1:5; 1:5; 3:23032033004; 19:3004616769; 33:8547258306:
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With the starting point c0  3; 14; 3; 14; 1; 18, Algorithm 3.1 and Algorithm
2.1 in [5] converge the locally unique solution
c  3:30847736896; 14:1718318758; 2:2256714243; 13:5487684559;
0:95127266015; 17:6794860524:
Choosing the target eigenvalues k  1:5; 1:5; 1:5 and using the same starting
point c0, Algorithm 5.1 in [5] also converges the same solution c. Table 2
displays the residuals.
Example 4.3. This is also an example with multiple eigenvalues. Let n  8,
A0  0,
B0  diag99; 103; 100; 105; 101; 107; 101; 108; B1  I ;
A 
7400 11820 ÿ 12060 1850 ÿ3020 460 710 ÿ2326
27176 ÿ 29158 7100 ÿ6116 2928 1878 ÿ 4992:8
32914 ÿ8005 6318 ÿ3854 ÿ1759 5681:4
2950 ÿ1274 1466 827 ÿ1106
2144 ÿ 166 6 1334
1523 593 ÿ 351:2
990 12:8
1408:76
0BBBBBBBBBBBB@
1CCCCCCCCCCCCA
;
B 
0 ÿ 20 10 ÿ 10 ÿ 10 10 0 ÿ 10
0 ÿ 20 12 2 ÿ 12 0 2
0 ÿ 21 9 ÿ 9 ÿ 10 9
0 ÿ 1 10 2 ÿ 11
0 ÿ 22 9 ÿ 8
0 ÿ 1 9
0 ÿ 22
0
0BBBBBBBBBBBB@
1CCCCCCCCCCCCA
:
Now we define the matrices fAkg, fBkg, Ac and Bc from A and B as follows:
Ak 
Xkÿ1
j1
akj

ekeTj  ejeTk

 akkekeTk ; k  1; . . . ; 8;
Bk 
X8
jk
bkÿ1;j

ekÿ1eTj  ejeTkÿ1

; k  2; . . . ; 8;
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Ac  A0 
Xn
i1
ciAi; Bc  B0 
Xn
i1
ciBi:
The given eigenvalues are
k  2; 2; 2; 3:1207536089; 10:2188681786; 18:2813657932;
36:7082186443; 723:6807937750:
With the starting point c0  0:99; 0:99; 0:99; 0:99; 1:01; 1:01; 1:01; 1:01, Al-
gorithm 3.1 and Algorithm 2.1 in [5] converge to the exact solution
c  1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1:
Specifying one eigenvalue of multiplicity 3 and 2 distinct eigenvalues, i.e.,
k  2; 2; 2; 3:1207536089; 10:2188681786
and using the same starting point c0, the solution found by Algorithm 5.1 in
[5] is precisely c. The results are displayed in Table 3.
Example 4.4. In this example we consider the usefulness of the GIEP in
structural design. Fig. 1 shows a 10-bar truss structure where Young’s modulus
E  6:95 1010 N=m2, weight density P  2650 kg=m3, l 10 m, acceleration
of gravity g  9:81 m=s2, nonstructural mass at all nodes m0  425 kg.
The design parameters are the areas of cross section of the bars. Since the
number of design parameters exceeds the order of the global stiness and mass
matrices by two, the areas of cross section of the 7th and 8th bars are fixed with
the values 0:000865m2 and 0:000165m2, respectively. The global stiness and
mass matrices of the structure can be expressed, respectively as
Fig. 1. 10-bar Truss structure.
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Ac  A0 
X8
i1
ciAi; Bc  B0 
X8
i1
ciBi
where A0;B0;Ai and Bii  1; . . . ; 8 are 8 8 symmetric matrices, c1; . . . ; c8 are
the areas of cross section of the bars 1-6, 9, 10, respectively.
The frequencies of the structure are prescribed to be xj  5j j  1; . . . ; 8,
i.e., the given eigenvalues are kj  2pxj2 j  1; . . . ; 8. With the starting
point c0  10ÿ31:7; 0:4; 1:7; 1:6;, 0:7; 1:1; 0:4; 1:1, Algorithm 3.1 and Algo-
rithm 2.1 in [5] converge to a solution
c  10ÿ31:7024; 0:4203; 1:6994; 1:6010; 0:7056; 1:1164; 0:4391; 1:1192:
The results are displayed in Table 4.
These examples and our other numerical experiments with Algorithm 3.1
indicate that quadratic convergence indeed occurs in practice. We observed in
most of our tests that Algorithm 3.1 took less iterations than algorithms in [5].
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